1. Introduction. The object of this paper is to present a general method of studying nondevelopable surfaces and conjugate nets from a projective point of view. The method used is that of tensors. An earlier paper [8] (1) initiated the study we are attempting.
A still earlier paper [6] presented a similar theory from a non-tensor point of view, but certain restrictions inherent to the method caused considerable loss of generality. The present study removes these restrictions.
Covariant differentiation is based on a connection arising naturally in the theory rather than on Christoffel symbols derived from a quadratic form. The components of this connection reduce to the Christoffel symbols based on the metric tensor if the geometry is specialized to that on a surface immersed in euclidean space of three dimensions.
An easy direct method is therefore available for the study, from the metric point of view, of geometric entities commonly considered in projective geometry. The final section is devoted to these considerations.
In the discussion of any particular geometric entity, it is usually desirable to reduce the forms inherent to the discussion to suitable canonical forms. However if it is desired to study two or more disparate entities simultaneously, there is considerable labor involved in relating the canonical forms commonly associated with their study. For this reason we have delayed reducing our forms to a canonical form until §5, leaving all formulas in unspecialized parameters.
Green showed [3] that the invariants (and covariants) of a surface expressed in terms of the asymptotic parameters may be expressed essentially in terms of arbitrary non-conjugate parameters without preliminary integrations. He assumed that the necessary integrations have been performed, then, by changing the parameters, computed the invariants of the surface in the new non-conjugate representation.
In this paper we compute the invariants and covariants of a surface (or conjugate net) directly in terms of arbitrary parameters.
The tensor notation makes these computations relatively easy. Let the homogeneous projective coordinates (x1, x2, x3, x*) of a point in a projective space of three dimensions be given as analytic functions of two parameters u1, u2. Denote by 5 the surface generated by x. Let (y1, y2, y3, y4)
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The harmonic invariant of the forms appearing in the left members of (1.7) and the last of (1.5) may be written in the form MPßDpa -MaDpß = P'aß.
Hence the congruence Ti is conjugate to S if and only if The congruence Ti of lines Zi joining x, y is conjugate to Hence we may without quadratures, and in any parametric representation whatever, find all congruences conjugate to a given surface. These congruences depend upon one arbitrary dijferentiable function of the arbitrary parameters on the surface.
From (1.5) the harmonic conjugate of x with respect to the focal points on h is the point f whose general coordinates are given by the expression f = y + Mpx/2.
We shall call this point the K-point of x on the line 1%.
The curves on 5 corresponding to the developables of the congruences T2 of the lines l2 joining the points ru r2 whose coordinates are defined by the expression (1.11) ra = x,a + \ax are the integral curves of the differential equation An obvious geometrical interpretation may therefore be made for the condition (1.13).
Let A be a differentiable, but otherwise arbitrary, function of a1, u2. If in (1.11) we let Xa=A,a the condition (1.14) is satisfied. Hence the most general congruence harmonic to S is the congruence of lines joining r\, r2 where (1.16) ra = x,a + A.aX, a = 1, 2.
2. Reciprocal congruences. Let the roots of the quadratic (1.7) be written in the form dul:du2 = Al:A2, dul:du2 = Bl:B2, and choose the proportionality factor for A", B" so that We shall call the asymptotic curve whose tangent vector is A "(Ba) the A -curve (B-curve) with similar appellations for the tangents to these curves. is the reciprocal of the line h joining x to the point Z defined by (2.6). This line h intersects the parametric tangents in the points ri, r2 whose coordinates are given by the expression ra = x,a + (Ta -29a)x/2.
Suppose the congruence T2 of lines l2 is harmonic to 5. Then from (1.16) we find that /2 intersects the asymptotic tangents in the points X, Y whose coordinates are given by the expressions (2.7) X = A'(x,p + A.px), Y = B"(x,p +k,px).
The reciprocal polar h of Z2 joins x to the point Z whose coordinates are Z = y -(7> -2D^A,s)xj2.
Since T2 is harmonic to S, Y\ is conjugate to S. Let covariant differentiation with respect to the form pDprdu'du'
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Hence D"x-p,/2 = y -T"xj2 + Pp<,D"°x/2.
It follows that the line joining x to the point whose general coordinates are Df'xiP,/2 is the reciprocal of the line joining the points x,i, x^for every value of p. Consider now the line h joining x to y. A point z on h has coordinates z given by the formula Hence on an arbitrary line lx protruding from S at x there exist two points zx, z2, which, as x moves along respectively the A-curve and B-curve, describe curves whose tangents intersect respectively the B-tangent and A-tangent. These points coincide if and only if the congruence yx is conjugate to the surface.
We conclude this section by deriving the condition that the surface 5 be ruled. The osculating plane at at to a curve C through x whose tangent is determined by the contravariant components C" passes through the three points 4. On conjugate nets. Let the contravariant components of the asymptotic tangent vectors be again denoted by A", B" and subject to the conditions (2.1). Let U", V" be the contravariant components of two other distinct tangent vectors. We may write these latter components in the form U" = mA' + nBf, V = pA' + qB", . mq -np A 0.
We find readily that D^U'V = 2(mq + np).
We shall speak of the curves whose tangent vectors are U", V" as the Ucurves and F-curves respectively, with similar names for the tangents to these curves. We see readily that the (7-tangents and V-tangents are conjugate if and only if mq+np = 0. Hence the contravariant components of conjugate tangent vectors may be written in the form V -XimA' + nB"), V" = n(mA* -nB"), \pmn A 0.
We find readily that D^U'U" = 4X2w«, D^VV" = -Auhnn.
We may therefore choose X, p so that mn = l/i. Hence the contravariant components of conjugate tangent vectors may be written in the form (4.1) U" -mA" 4-nB", V* = mA" -nB", 4mn = 1.
It follows that DP,VV = 1, DpcV"V = -1.
Any point X on the Z7-tangent has coordinates of the form X = U"x," 4-Ux. We shall speak of the two points Z defined by (4.11) with <p=q>i and <j>=<p2
as the involutory points on h with respect to the conjugate net. Using (4.1), we may write (4.12), (4.13) in the form 0, = Ml/2 + (m*P + n*Q), <p2 = Ml/2 -0»*P +««®, wherein p = mId,xA°ax, q = mId"xb'bx.
Using ( Moreover fa,ß-fß,a = 0, and hence we may choose « so that/" = 0. The coordinates of the points ra than assume the form
The form of (5.3) is preserved under (1.9) and (5.1) with a arbitrary and p = const.
The line joining r\ and r2 is an intrinsic line which we have previously called an i?-harmonic line [7] . If in particular the invariant R is taken as that invariant defined by (2.12) the line is the reciprocal of the Fubini-Green projective normal.
Let us assume that the coordinates x are so normalized that the line joining xi, x,i is an P-harmonic line. According to (2.6) the reciprocal of the Rharmonic line joins x to the point Z given by Z = y -T"xj2.
Under the transformation (1.9) the functions F" transform according to the law T" = ar\T» -26").
Hence we may choose 0" so that Tf = 0. We shall suppose that this transformation has been effected. Since the line xy is the reciprocal of an P-harmonic line, it is an /^-conjugate line and the congruence generated by it is conjugate to S. It follows that condition (1.8) is fulfilled. The coefficient a in the transformation In particular if the function R is that function defined by (2.12), the condition (6.3) is a necessary and sufficient condition that the projective normal and the metric normal coincide [9] .
Let the functions 21 and 33 be defined by the formulas 2I2 = g^A'A", 932 = g^B'B'.
We may show that the lines of curvature are given by (4.1) with m = 21, n = 93.
Hence we may apply the formulas in §5 to study the lines of curvature. We shall not enter into these discussions at present. Finally let (1.3) be again interpreted as the definining differential equations of a surface in a projective space of three dimensions.
Let the line xy be chosen as an i?-conjugate line with R unspecialized. Let y be an unspecialized point on xy. By virtue of (1.8) we may choose a multiplier of the functions y so that Ea = 0. The last of equations (1.4) shows that there exists a symmetric tensor Gaß defined by the formula We may call the tensor [8] Psaßy the projective curvature tensor of the surface S relative to the R-conjugate line xy and the point y.
For a given i?-conjugate congruence and a particular choice of ideal point y on the line of the congruence through x, the foregoing presents a natural manner of introducing a metric on the surface. We shall refrain from the elaboration of this theory for the present.
